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Majorana mass for a neutron?Majorana mass for a neutron? 
Ettore Majorana proposed the 

neutron as a Majorana's fermion  
                                   Nuovo Cimento '37' 
(Idea reconsidered some years later by Bruno Pontecorvo..)

                                   

Physics Beyond Standard Model!
Baryogenesis, Leptogenesis... 

 



  

SM-like QuiversSM-like Quivers



  

Comments:Comments:
● Our model can be embedded in a locally tad-pole free 

quiver: balance of in-out “arrows”

for each nodes

● The hypercharge assignement 

is

Consistent with the trace-less matrix

 in Chan-Paton space Aldazabal, Franco, Ibanez, Rabadan, 
Uranga (2001); Cvetic, Halverson, Richter (2001).

● All perturbative yukawas are encoded, while the exotic 
instantons induce our desired mass term. 

● An interesting challenge for the future: global 
consistency, and CY-singularities  



  

Diagrams for a Neutron-Antineutron transitionDiagrams for a Neutron-Antineutron transition

Diagram 2

Diagram 1



  

Space of ParametersSpace of Parameters

    1) Trivial choice: all at 300-1000TeV!1) Trivial choice: all at 300-1000TeV!

2)  Vector-like pair scale at 1-10TeV: LHC!2)  Vector-like pair scale at 1-10TeV: LHC!  

3)  TeV-SUSY:3)  TeV-SUSY:    

  

String scale could also be near The Planck Scale!!!String scale could also be near The Planck Scale!!!  

Effective OPE:Effective OPE: Parameters:Parameters:Effective OPE:Effective OPE:Effective OPE:Effective OPE:

Actual limit:Actual limit:



  

Two possible branches:Two possible branches:
● First susy hierarchy: scalars' components of C,D'

have lower masses with respect to fermionic ones. 
Natural susy hierarchy for C, but inverted for D'. 

● Second susy hierarchy:Second susy hierarchy: fermionic components 
are lighter than scalars' ones.

We can understood such a situation as a 

““NON-PERTURBATIVE SPLIT SUSY”NON-PERTURBATIVE SPLIT SUSY”:

The presence of non-susy closed-strings fluxesThe presence of non-susy closed-strings fluxes

(NS-NS, or R-R) can contribute not democratically (NS-NS, or R-R) can contribute not democratically 
on the masses of the superfields' components! on the masses of the superfields' components! 

See for example: Camara, Ibanez, Uranga (2004); 

Ibanez, Marchesano, Regaldo, Valenzuela (2012)



  

Mass matrix of the Scalars' Sector*Mass matrix of the Scalars' Sector*



  

First susy  hierarchy at LHC:First susy  hierarchy at LHC:
 

 

Interesting channels: 

a): limits from jj+missing: same of other squarks...

b): limits from jjjj: 1.2 TeV; from ttjj (0.9 TeV) 

C,D' could couple with different flavors with different 
yukawas.  



  

Comparison with FCNCs:Comparison with FCNCs:
not all direct channels are interesting: for some 

flavors, FCNCs' limits are just testing a higher scale 
than LHC. The most insidious remains K-Kbar 

(1000TeV ). Possible deviations in b-s transitions can 
be an indirect hint for a scalar D' 

These are the most constraining channels, other 
channels were discussed in A.A (2015) and A.A, 

M.Bianchi (2014)-(2015).  



  

A possible scenario*:A possible scenario*:

FCNCs from C can be suppressed with FCNCs from C can be suppressed with 
a 1000TeV scale C; a 1000TeV scale C; Mixings suppress NNbar Mixings suppress NNbar 

transition probability, so transition probability, so that Higgsini and D' can be that Higgsini and D' can be 
both near TeV!both near TeV!  

 



  

Briefly on the Second hierarchyBriefly on the Second hierarchy

Also this case can have intriguing channels 

for LHC: 

Limits from FCNCs are practically 

similar to the ones just discussed in 

the First Hierarchy.

                               

                                  A.A, M.Bianchi (2015) 



  

Test of Post-Sphaleron baryogenesis:Test of Post-Sphaleron baryogenesis: 
Higgsini decays into three quarks (antiquarks). WIMP-like or 

axion-like particles or gravitino
substitute neutralino (unstable).Alternatively, if mu-term is 

generated a la “Giudice-Masiero”, 
S-decays into 6 quarks. Such a mechanism can be tested in the 
next future, contrary to RH-neutrini leptogenesis (Vissani et.al 
2015 for not-encouraging situation in neutrinoless double beta 

decays...) 

As calculated, this can reproduce the correct abundance of 
baryons 10^(-8)-10^(-9) 

                                                                         A.A JHEP (2015)



  

““The Devil is in the details”: RH neutrini are dangerous... The Devil is in the details”: RH neutrini are dangerous... 



  

Brief Comment on Super-OPE Brief Comment on Super-OPE 
analysis and Neutrino mass:analysis and Neutrino mass:

In the model previously shown, RH-neutrini 
destabilize matter, so Weinberg operator 
cannot be generated by RH neutrini. 

However, a Dirac mass term for neutrino

remains compatible as well as a

Weinberg operator “Directly” generated by 
an extra exotic instantons, intersecting 

two times relevant D6-branes



  

PS-like quiverPS-like quiver



  

Neutron-Antineutron transition:Neutron-Antineutron transition:



  

ParametersParameters

Also in this case, we can consider several 
different combinations of parameters. TeV-ish 
sextets are possible if E2-scale is GUT-like!

However FCNCs' limits are stronger than LHC 
ones in light quarks' sector. 



  

About neutrino?
● S gets an expectation value, givingS gets an expectation value, giving

a Majorana mass to the neutron.a Majorana mass to the neutron.

However, it also gives a Majorana mass to However, it also gives a Majorana mass to 

the neutrino...the neutrino...

MAJORANA NEUTRON AND MAJORANA MAJORANA NEUTRON AND MAJORANA 
NEUTRINO NEUTRINO 

ARE CONNECTED!!!ARE CONNECTED!!!
● A selection rule naturally emerges:A selection rule naturally emerges:

L,B can vary only of two units: L,B can vary only of two units: 

NO PROTON DECAY OPE!NO PROTON DECAY OPE!



  

Alternatives*Alternatives*
● Direct generation of a 6-quark operator Direct generation of a 6-quark operator 

for a Majorana mass through an E2for a Majorana mass through an E2

intersecting 4-times D6-stacks of D-quark, intersecting 4-times D6-stacks of D-quark, 

and 2.times D6-stacks of U-quarkand 2.times D6-stacks of U-quark

                                                                                            (A.A, 2015)(A.A, 2015)
● QQQH/M or UDDS/M (S a singlet-field),QQQH/M or UDDS/M (S a singlet-field),

““exotic see-saw mechanism for the Neutron”exotic see-saw mechanism for the Neutron”

                                                                                            (A.A, 2015)(A.A, 2015)
● CCQQ/M, with CUD              (A.A, 2015)CCQQ/M, with CUD              (A.A, 2015)



  

Briefly on CCQQ/M:Briefly on CCQQ/M:



  

ConclusionsConclusions

  
String theory could have a peculiar phenomenology in String theory could have a peculiar phenomenology in 

neutron physics.neutron physics.
In particular Exotic Instantons could generate a Majorana In particular Exotic Instantons could generate a Majorana 

mass term for the neutron, without other dangerous mass term for the neutron, without other dangerous 
consequences like fast proton decay or strong FCNCs.   consequences like fast proton decay or strong FCNCs.   
Neutron-Antineutron compared this other two channels Neutron-Antineutron compared this other two channels 
make our model in competition with other gauge ones make our model in competition with other gauge ones 

like Babu-Mohapatra GUT SO(10) without susy. like Babu-Mohapatra GUT SO(10) without susy. 
In some subregions of parameters we have other In some subregions of parameters we have other 

channels interesting for LHC or future colliders. Our idea channels interesting for LHC or future colliders. Our idea 
have nothing to do with SUSY breaking 1TeV or TeV-have nothing to do with SUSY breaking 1TeV or TeV-
scale gravity, but it can play with these. On the other scale gravity, but it can play with these. On the other 

hand, our idea is interesting also with susy breaking and hand, our idea is interesting also with susy breaking and 
String scale near Planck scale!!!String scale near Planck scale!!!

Exotic Instantons could be the portal to Quantum Gravity,Exotic Instantons could be the portal to Quantum Gravity,
inducing no-perturbative coupling at scale like 1000TeV.inducing no-perturbative coupling at scale like 1000TeV.



  

THANK YOU!!!THANK YOU!!!

Andrea Addazi, String Phenomenology 2015, MadridAndrea Addazi, String Phenomenology 2015, Madrid
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